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Translation: German to English 

From woman to woman 
Poland's biggest collector Grazyna Kulczyk has opened a private museum in Switzerland 

Grazyna Kulczyk opens her new Muzeum Susch in the small village of  Susch in the Swiss town of  the 
Lower Engadine, where people greet each other with "ün cordial bainvgnü" in Romansh. The Polish 
businesswoman and collector of  contemporary art hasbeen known for her art foundation in her homeland 
for some time. Now her Art Stations Foundation, which is headed by the former publisher of  the art 
magazine "Frieze d / e" - Marieke Dittmer - is to change its location and find its headquarters in three 
buildings in Susch. In addition to classic showrooms, there is a public library, a restaurant and a whole 
house for residencies scheduled for 2019. Although the word Muzeum is found in titles, the place is not 
just for their collection. Rather, it is to take the character of  an art gallery in which Kulczyk's purchased art 
mixes with those of  other lenders. 

At the beginning of  the nineties Kulczyk presented for the first time in Poznan and Warsaw showrooms 
insights into her collection of  feminist art, which mainly comes from Poland. Today she estimates that she 
has 600 to 700 pieces of  art in her collection. The fact that one can find art from Eastern Europe in a 
small Swiss village, such as Zofia Kulik, Piotr Uklanski or the French-Polish conceptual artist Roman 
Opalka, may initially develop over a longer period of  time. 

When she was looking for a new home in a quiet environment ten years ago, a friend recommended the 
Swiss Inn Valley to her. Already on her first trip there, Kulczyk was determined to live near Susch. "I 
immediately fell in love with the area and people here," she says. In a conversation on the ground, Kulczyk 
directs questions that become too personal with diplomatic answers to her art. It quickly becomes clear 
that she lives for her collection. The Muzeum Susch as the place for it is currently her biggest project. This 
makes the blonde collector with piercing blue eyes a kind of  aloof, which makes you curious. 

At the construction site of  her future location for art, hairstyle and make-up were always perfect during a 
first visit last autumn. "I like to spend time on the building. That's my passion, "she proudly said, running 
through the new rooms, which are mostly remodeled in the manner of  a white cube, some of  which are 
more traditional and some have been left in traditional wood trim. The buildings from the 15th and 18th 
centuries, with the help of  the local architects duo Chasper Schmidlin and Lukas Voellmy, were 
reconstructed to represent both the tradition of  the village and the modernity of  contemporary art under 
construction. As a basis for the interiors, the architects used the rock that connects the whole village. Also 
in the house this is always visible - sometimes as a flat Steinwarnd, elsewhere in its natural raw form as in 
the staircase of  the artists residences. In the case of  a staircase-like, black structure spanning several floors 
- a sculpture by the established Polish artist Monika Sosnowska - architecture was built around art. 

The main rooms of  Muzeum Susch are played by a selection of  curator Kasia Redzisz, who previously 
worked in Tate Liverpool. She has already worked with Grazyna Kulczyk in Poland and knows her 
collection well. "The works are part of  my DNA and a mental support," says Kulczyk. That's why she 
never resold a work. She wanted to draw attention with her collection to social problems that are her 
personal concern. The first exhibition "A Woman Looking at Men Looking at Women" deals with clichés 
of  feminism and shows as well as controversial and touching works by Madalena Abakanowicz, the 
Austrian Renate Bertlmann, Louise Bourgeois, Geta Bratescu or the recently deceased Carolee 
Schneemann. "I want to support women," says Kulczyk about her job as a collector and director of  
Muzeum Susch. The fact that she brings the project to a small village also creates an intimate atmosphere 
for viewing her collection. 

For Susch, the new location for art is a chance to make its own culture more public. In order to give the 
residents an insight into the construction process and the progress of  their museum, Kulczyk invited the 
nine neighbors several times before the official opening and organized a party for all. Although the change 
did not apply for every interior of  the museum, the number 400 was written on a board during the 
preparations, says Kulczyk. Even if  they did not speak the same language, the collector understood the 



hint immediately. "He meant that nothing had happened here for 400 years," she says with a smile. Now 
you have something fundamentally new in Susch that you can think about. 


